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A

Unearthing

history
A redeveloped agricultural barn
pays homage to charming Verona

Photography Simone Bossi

“THE PROJECT IS
RICH IN MEMORIES OF
LOCAL ARCHITECTURE”

s a city best known for setting the
backdrop to Shakespeare’s greatest
romance, it is no wonder that Verona is
the domain for this enchanting property.
Existing previously as a rural barn
situated on an agricultural court, the
newly renovated home and garden acts
as an exploration by Italian Architects,
Studio Wok, into the relationship
between history and modernity. While
contemporary in its birch plywood interior aesthetic,
features that are reminiscent of the structure’s
historical and agricultural function purposefully
remain. This includes the impressive masonary
arch that was reopened to house large glazed panes
looking out onto the serene garden. Ultimately this
has become a centre point in the home as well as
initiating a dialogue between the indoors and out.
Additionally, traditional materials were used to
encase the exterior walls and window frames which
are typical of the rural vernacular that spreads across
Verona. These emit an etheral quality pertinant to
the context and atmosphere of the site. Though in
many ways an ode to Verona’s past, the understated
property is also an admirable example of exceptional
contemporay craftsmanship. Its success is apparent
in the client’s desire to now move here permanently.
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Carlo Scarpa
inspired the
beautiful glazing of
the archway. “We
really love how he
designs modern
windows that deal
with the historical
arches of existing
buildings,” say
Studio Wok

ARCHITECT’S QUESTIONS
What is the relationship between the
house and garden? The surrounding

garden has also been redesigned and is
now an integral part of the house. The
focal element of the garden and the
house is a magnolia tree that was
preserved upon the clients’ request.
Bordered by a square black flowerbed, in
contrast to the stone flooring on which
the pool is set, the tree is the protagonist
of the outdoor space, its shadow is
projected at sunset onto the stone
façade and is visible from all rooms.
What features of the property
mimic the local architecture?

The project is rich in memories of
local architecture. The front faces
the courtyard and is characterised by
a glass façade with wooden uprights
that recalls, in a contemporary way,
the wooden walls typical of barns found
in local rural courts. The windows
on the west façade remind us of
the typical windows of Verona.
How much of the stone is from the
original building? The stones of the

external walls are original. The plaster
has been detached from the façades so
as to bring the river pebbles into view
which form the structure’s load-bearing
walls. We chose a local Vicenza stone
for the ground floor pavement.
Can you talk about the interesting
window design? We added modern

frames in Biancone, a local stone from
Lessinia, as monolithic elements that
house the new windows on the façades.
We were inspired by the local rural
houses around Verona: the windows are
framed by Biancone and sometimes the
stone elements are big and irregular.

“WE CHOSE PLYWOOD FOR ITS
COLOUR, ITS PRACTCAL USE
AND BECAUSE IT’S ROUGH”
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The window
frames are formed
of Biancone, a
local stone from
Lessinia. It’s
evident that the
local vernacular
was an inspiration
and considered
carefully when
working on this
rural build

OWNER’S BRIEF

The client was looking
to renovate part of a
rural court of their own
property sat on the
outskirts of Verona. The
brief for Studio Wok was
relatively open, all they
wanted was for their new
home to be a meeting
place where they could
spend weekends with
friends and their three
children who now work
and live in Milan

HOME PROFILE

PROJECT NOTES

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
River pebbles line the
original walls of this
redeveloped agricultural
barn that pays respect to
its heritage and locality.
As you enter the property
you’ll step onto local
Vicenza stone slabs which
lead you into a large, open
living area and library with
a rustic brick fireplace. The
upper levels contain the
bedrooms and appear as
a birch volume that hangs
from the ceiling. This flexible
timber was used throughout
the interior and was not
only the best material to
use practically but it aided
the creation of the desired
warm and welcoming feel.

ARCHITECT
& INTERIOR
DESIGNER
Studio Wok
studiowok.com

LOCATION
Near the river Adige which
runs through Verona, Italy
AREA
230 sq. m

CONTRACTOR
PFM Contract
STRUCTURAL
ENGINEER
Studio Technico
Associato Breoni
AGRONOMY
Simone Bellamoli
BATHROOM
Ceramica Globo;
Mosa
LIGHTING
Flos; Artemide
DOORS &
WINDOWS
GF Arredamenti
FLOORING
Grassi Pietre
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